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ARCHIPENDIUM 2017 – the architecture calendar by architects for architects and all
architecture enthusiasts.
In this 7th year since its first publication, the 365 calendar pages of ARCHIPENDIUM 2017
are once again a unique compilation of contemporary building culture in a compact format.
Works of young and innovative studios are depicted next to buildings of well-known and
experienced architects. The compilation of these architects works from all continents creates
a fascinating summary of the contemporary architectural production.
Each individual calendar page, with a clear and straightforward layout, provides all the
essential information about that particular architecture project in words, photos, plans and
layouts. As an architecture compendium in a compact form, the calendar is on a par with
classical architecture reference works.
All the text contributions are authored by the firms themselves. The type of project
presentation and its focal points are decided on by the architects. In this particular form of
project presentation the emphasis is on an authentic approach.
All the projects published in the calendar can also be found on the associated website
www.archipendium.com with supplementary presentations and information. This has resulted
in a complementary general work - ARCHIPENDIUM.
The calendar can be ordered online on www.archipendium.com. It can also be purchased
through the bookselling trade.

About ARCHIPENDIUM
ARCHIPENDIUM is an invitation to architecture, as a source of inspiration and as a
reference work. A team of architects, urban planners and editors offer innovative architecture
firms the opportunity to present their work to a wider public of architecture enthusiasts.
The website www.archipendium.com and the annually published architecture calendar of the
same name have been created for this purpose.

Product details
Publishing Company: archimappublishers
370 pages with color pictures
Dimensions: 11 x 14.5 cm
Language: English
Price: 21,90 EUR
ISBN: 978-3940874962
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